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Handing over the Medical Equipments to Dr.Alli Rani, Dean, Ramanathapuram Medical Hospital

On 22 January 2021 we have handed over the medical equipments procured by Gandhigram Trust, one of our valued Green Rameswaram Partner to Dr.Alli Rani, Dean, Ramanathapuram Medical Hospital.

The following equipments were given for treatment of COVID-19 patients.

1. CPAP high flow Oxygen therapy unit – 4 nos.
3. Oxygen cylinders B type – 10 nos. and D type 10 nos.

The quipments were sponsored by National Stock Exchange Foundation, Mumbai. Shri. Vasudeo, Secretary, Green Rameswaram, and Mr.Chandrasegaran, Manager, Gandhigram School WASH project attended the ceremony.

Regular Yoga Classes

Shri.Hegdeji, Yoga teacher, Green Rameswaram continues his regular yoga classes for men and women. In addition, conducted two more yoga classes for Police Personnel.